
THE REGULAR ATTRACTOR FOR A NONLINEARELLIPTIC SYSTEM IN A CYLINDRICAL DOMAINVishik M. I. and Zelik S. V.IntrodutionIn the half-ylinder 
+ = R+ � !, where ! is a bounded domain in Rn witha suÆiently smooth boundary, we onsider the following quasilinear seond-orderellipti boundary value problem:� a(�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = g(t);ujt=0 = u0; uj�! = 0: (0.1)Here u = u(t; x) = (u1; � � � ; uk) is the unknown vetor funtion, g(t) = g(t; x), f(u)are given vetor funtions, (t; x) 2 
+, �x denotes the Laplaian with respet tothe variables x = (x1; � � � ; xn), and  = �, a = a� are positive self-adjoint matries(; a 2 L(Rk ;Rk )),0 < a� Id � a � a+ Id; 0 < � Id �  � + Id : (0.2)We suppose that the nonlinear funtion f(u) satis�es the onditions8><>: 1: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk );2: f(u) � u � �C ; 8u 2 Rk ;3: f 0(u) � �K ; K � 0 ; 8u 2 Rk : (0.3)Here and below u � v denotes the salar produt in Rk .The right-hand side g is supposed to be in the spae Lp(
T ) for every T � 0(
T � [T; T + 1℄� !) and some p > maxf2; n+12 g and to have a �nite normjgjb = supT�0 kg;
Tk0;p <1: (0.4)Here and in the following kv;
Tkl;p � kvkWl;p(
T ), and the symbol Wl;p denotesthe Sobolev spae of distributions whose derivatives up to order l belong to thespae Lp (see [9℄).A funtion u satisfying (0.1) in the sense of distributions is said to be a solutionof the problem (0.1) if u 2 W2;p(
T ) for every T � 0 and the following norm is�nite: kukb = supT2R+ ku;
T k2;p <1: (0.5)AMS 1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 35J60; Seondary 35B40Typeset by AMS-TEX1



The initial value u0 are assumed to be in the trae spae V0 on ft = 0g of funtionsfrom W2;p(
0). It is known (see [10℄) thatV0 = Tr ��t=0�W2;p(
+) \ fuj�! = 0g� =W2�1=p;p(!) \W 01;p(!): (0.6)Equations of type (0.1) an appear for instane when studying the equilibriumpoints and travelling wave solutions of ertain evolutionary equations (see Remark5.3).The problem (0.1) was studied under di�erent assumptions on the nonlinear partf and the right-hand side g in [3℄, [4℄, [6℄, [13℄, [14℄, [15℄, [18℄, [19℄, [21℄.In this paper we mainly onsider the ase where the ellipti boundary valueproblem (0.1) has a unique solution for every u0 2 V0. To prove the uniqueness weassume that there exists a number �0 > 0 suh that the operator familyLK(�) = a�2 � �+ a�x +K :W 01;2(!)!W�1;2(!) (0.7)satis�es the ondition�(LK(�0)v; v) > 0 for every v 2W 01;2(!), v 6= 0: (0.8)It is proved in Lemma 1.1 that the ondition (0.8) holds if2 > 4a+(K � a��1) Id :Here we denote by �1 > 0 the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue of ��x in !.The trajetory attrator for the problem (0.1) without the uniqueness assump-tions was onstruted in [4℄.The main task of this paper is to study the behaviour of the solutions of equation(0.1) as t!1. The following theorem proved in Setions 2 and 3 is of fundamentalsigni�ane in that onnetion.Theorem 1. 1. Assume that the above assumptions are satis�ed. Then the problem(0.1) has a unique solution u satisfying (0.5) and the following estimate holds:ku;
T k2;p � Q(ku0kV0)e��T +Q(jgjb): (0.9)Here the onstant � > 0 and the monotone funtion Q : R+ ! R+ are independentof the initial data u0.2. Let St : V0 ! V0 be the solving operator for the problem (0.1) (Stu(0) = u(t)).Then St 2 C1(V0; V0) for every t � 0 and its Fr�ehet derivative Du0St(u0) satis�esthe estimate kDu0St(u0)kL(V0;V0) � Q(ku0kV0)e(�0��)t: (0.10)Moreover, we prove in Setion 3 that the problem (0.1) is equivalent to thefollowing evolution problem in the spae V0:� �tu+ (��x)1=2u = F (t; u) +G(t);u��t=0 = u0; u 2 Cb(R+ ; V0) \ C1b (R+ ; V 00): (0.11)Here V 00 = (��x)1=2V0 and, for G and the nonlinear operator F , we have respe-tively G 2 C(R+ ; V 00) and F 2 C(R+ � V0; V0) (see Theorem 3.3).2



Setions 4 and 5 of this paper are devoted to a more detailed study of the\autonomous" ase g(t) � g 2 Lp(!): (0.12)In this ase the operators fSt; t � 0g generate a semigroup in the spae V0. Theequilibrium points of this semigroup are investigated in Setion 4. In this setionwe give neessary and suÆient onditions for the hyperboliity of the equilibriumz0 of St, prove that the instability index indz0 for every equilibrium z0 is �nite andobtain formulae for its alulation. Moreover, we prove there that the unstableset M+(z0) for the hyperboli equilibrium z0 (see De�nition 4.3) possesses thestruture of a C1-manifold di�eomorphi to Rd , d = indz0 .We onstrut the attrator A for the semigroup fSt; t � 0g in Setion 5 andprove that it is ompat in the spae W2;p(!). Moreover, in the potential asef = �rP; P 2 C2(Rk ;Rk ); (0.13)the following theorem is proved.Theorem 2. Assume that the above assumptions are satis�ed. Let all of the equi-libria R = fz1; � � � ; zNg for the semigroup St be hyperboli. Then the attrator Ais regular (see Theorem 5.3 and its orollaries),A = [Ni=1M+(zi); (0.14)and exponential (see Theorem 5.4 and its orollary).Moreover, dimM+(zi) = indzi = #f� 2 �(a�x � f 0(zi)); � > 0gFor evolutionary equations possessing a global Lyapunov funtion the represen-tation (0.14) for the attrator was obtained in [2℄, [17℄.For the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we need a number of auxiliary results, whihare disussed in x1.x1 The linear ellipti equation in a half-ylinderThis setion deals with the following ellipti system in a half-ylinder 
+ = R+�!(! �� Rn): � a(�2t u+�xu)� �tu� q(t; x)u = g(t);u��t=0 = u0; u���! = 0: (1.1)Here u, g are vetor funtions, q 2 L1(
+;L(Rk ;Rk )), a,  are self-adjoint matri-es, and a > 0 is positive. Let us �x a onstant K 2 R so thatq(t; x) � �K Id for almost all (t; x) 2 
+. (1.2)We also assume that the operator family (0.7) (with K de�ned by (1.2)) satis�esthe ondition (0.8) for some �0 � 0 and that for the right-hand side g the followingnorm is �nite: jgj�0 � supT2R+ e��0T kg;
Tk0;p <1: (1.3)A funtion u satisfying (1.1) is said to be a solution of the problem (1.1) if we haveu 2 H2;p(
T ) for every T � 0 andkuk�0 = supT2R+ e��0T ku;
T k2;p <1: (1.4)We hoose the initial ondition u0 to belong to the spae V0 (see (0.6)).3



Lemma 1. Condition (0.8) holds if  � 0 and2 > 4(K � �1a�)a+ Id : (1.5)Here by �1 > 0 we denote the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue of ��x in the domain !.Proof. It follows from (1.5) that there exists a number 0 � 0, suh that � 0 Id; 20 > 4(K � �1a�)a+:Thus a+�20 � 0�0 � �1a� + K < 0 for �0 = 0=2a+ and, therefore, for everyv 2 H01;2(!), v 6= 0,(LK(�0)v; v) = (av; v)�20 � (v; v)�0 � (arv;rv) + (Kv; v) �� (a+�20 � 0�0 � �1a� +K)kvk20;2 < 0:Here and below (arv;rv) = arv � rv �Pi a�xiv � �xiv. Lemma 1 is proved.Lemma 2. Condition (0.8) is equivalent to the following one:�(LK(�0)v; v) � "kvk21;2 for some " > 0. (1:6)Proof. Let us suppose that (1.6) is false. Then there exist vi 2W 01;2(!), kvik1;2 = 1,i 2 N , suh that (LK(�0)vi; vi) = �"i; "i � 0; "i ! 0 as i!1. (1.7)Without loss of generality we may assume that vi + v0 2 W 01;2(!) in the spaeW 01;2 and vi ! v0 in the spae L2. Taking the limit i ! 1 in (1.7) and using(arv0;rv0) � liminfi!1(arvi;rvi), we �nd that (LK(�0)v0; v0) � 0. Hene inview of ondition (0.8) v0 = 0. Rewriting formula (1.7) in the form((a+ "i Id)rvi;rvi) = (avi; vi)�20 � (vi; vi)�0 + (Kvi; vi);we then obtain that kvik1;2 ! 0 for i ! 1 whih ontradits our assumptions onthe sequene vi. Lemma 2 is proved.The main result of this setion is stated in the following theorem:Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions be satis�ed. Then the problem (1.1) has aunique solution u(t). Moreover, following estimate holds:ku;
Tkp2;p � Cep�0T  ku0kpV0e��T + ZR+ e��jT�sj�p�0skg(s)kp0;p ds! (1.8)for some � > 0.To prove this theorem we need a number of auxillary results.4



Lemma 3. Let u be a solution of the problem (1.1). Then the following estimateholds:ku;
Tk21;2 � Ce2�0T  ku0k2V0e��T + ZR+ e��jT�sj�2�0skg(s)k20;2 ds! : (1.9)Proof. Consider a funtion v 2W2;p(
+) suh thatv��t=0 = u0; v���! = 0; supp v � 
0; kv;
+k2;p � Cku0kV0 ; (1.10)where the onstant C is independent of u0 (it exists by the de�nition of the spaeV0). Rewrite equation (1.1) for the new unknown �(t) = u(t)e��0t � v(t):� a�2t � � ( � 2a�0)�t� + [a�20 � �0 + a�x � q(t; x)℄� = g1(t);���t=0 = 0; ����! = 0: (1.11)Hereg1(t) = g(t)e��0t � a�2t v + ( � 2a�0)�tv � [a�20 � �0 + a�x � q(t; x)℄v:Multiplying equation (1.11) by �(t)e��jT�tj = �(t)'T (t) in Rk , where � is a suÆ-iently small positive number whih will be �xed below, and afterwards integratingover 
+, we obtain
a�2t �; �(t)'T (t)�� h( � 2a�0)�t�; �(t)'T (t)i++ 
[a�20 � �0 + a�x � q(t; x)℄�; �(t)'T (t)� == hg1(t); �(t)'T (t)i : (1.12)Here h�; �i denotes the salar produt in L2(
+). It follows from (1.4) and from thede�nition of � that the funtion �(t) remains bounded as t! +1, i.e.,k�kb = supT�0 ku;
Tk2;p <1:Hene all the integrals in (1.12) are well-de�ned.Let us now separately estimate eah term on the left-hand side of (1.12). Usingthe positiveness of a, the estimatej�t'T (t)j � �'T (t); (1.13)and the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality we obtain after integrating by parts� 
a�2t �; �(t)'T (t)� = ha�t� � �t�; 'T (t)i+ ha�t� � �; �t'T (t)i �� C 
j�t�j2; 'T (t)�� 1�2 
j�j2; 'T (t)� : (1.14)Analogously, sine a and  are self-adjoint we an infer thatj h( � 2a�0)�t�; �(t)'T (t)i j = 1=2j h�t[( � 2a�0)� � �℄; 'T (t)i j == 1=2j � h[( � 2a�0)� � �℄; �t'T (t)i j � C2� 
j�j2; 'T (t)� : (1.15)5



It follows from estimate (1.6) that� 
[a�20 � �0 + a�x � q(t; x)℄�; �(t)'T (t)� �� " 
jr�j2; 'T (t)� � "2 
jr�j2; 'T (t)�+ "2�1 
j�j2; 'T (t)� : (1.16)Here �1 > 0 is the �rst eigenvalue of the Laplaian in !.Inserting these estimates into (1.6), (1.12) and hoosing � > 0 small enough sothat C2�+ C1�2 � "2�1we �nd 
j�t�j2; 'T (t)�+ "2 
jr�j2; 'T (t)� � C 
jg1j2; 'T (t)� : (1.17)It follows from the de�nition of 'T (t) that 'T (t) � e�� for t 2 [T; T + 1℄. Henek�;
Tk21;2 � e� 2" (
j�t�j2; 'T (t)�+ "2 
jr�j2; 'T (t)�) � C 
jg1j2; 'T (t)� : (1.18)Finally, using (1.10) and the de�nition of g1 we onlude
jg1j2; 'T (t)� � 2 
jgj2; e�2�0t'T (t)�+ Ce��T ku0k2V0 :Inserting this estimate into the right-hand side of (1.18) and replaing �(t) byu(t)e��0t � v(t), we obtain the estimate (1.9). Lemma 3 is proved.Lemma 4. Let u be a solution of the equation (1.1). Then for every 1 < r � pand every � > 0 the following estimate holds:ku;
Tk2;r � C�(ku;
T��;T+1+�k1;r++ kg;
T��;T+1+�k0;r + �(� � T )ku0kV0): (1.19)Here 
T1;T2 = [T1; T2℄ � ! when T2 > T1 � 0 and 
T1;T2 = [0; T2℄ � ! whenT1 < 0 � T2, �(z) is the Heaviside funtion whih equals zero for z < 0 and equalsone for z � 0, and the onstant C� is independent of T .Proof. Let  T (t) 2 C10 (R+) be a ut-o� funtion,  T (t) = 1 for t 2 [T; T + 1℄ and T (t) = 0 for t =2 [T ��; T +1+�℄. Consider the funtion w =  T (t)u(t). It followsfrom equation (1.1) that( �2tw +�xw = hu(t); w���! = 0;w��t=T+1+� = 0; w��t=maxfT��;0g =  T (0)u0: (1.20)Here hu =  00Tu+ 2 0T�tu+ a�1 T (�tu+ q(x; t)u+ g(t)) : (1.21)Formula (1.21) yieldskhu;
T��;T+1+�k0;r � C�(ku;
T��;T+1+�k1;r + kg;
T��;T+1+�k0;r): (1.22)Using the (H2;r; Lr)-regularity theorem for solutions of the Laplae equation (see[10℄) and taking into aount that  T (0) = 0 for T � �, we obtainku;
Tk2;r � kw;
T��;T+1+�k2;r �� C1(khu;
T��;T+1+�k0;r + �(� � T )ku0kV0): (1.23)The estimate (1.19) is an immediate onsequene of the inequalities (1.22), (1.23).Lemma 4 is proved. 6



Lemma 5. Let u be a solution of the problem (1.1). Thenjju;
T jj2;p � C(jju;
T�1;T+2jj1;2 + jjg;
T�1;T+2jj0;p + �(1� T )jju0jjV0) (1.24)Proof. Aording to S. L. Sobolev's embedding theorem (see [10℄)ku;
T��;T+1+�k1;l(r) � Cku;
T��;T+1+�k2;r: (1.25)Here l(r) = � r(n+ 1)Æ(n+ 1� r) if r < n+ 1,1 if r > n+ 1. (1.26)It follows from the estimates (1.19) and (1.25) thatku;
Tk1;m(r) � C(ku;
T��;T+1+�k1;r++ kg;
T��;T+1+�k0;r + �(� � T )ku0kV0): (1.27)where m(r) = minfl(r); pg. Let us de�ne a sequene of the exponents ri in thefollowing way: r0 = 2, rN+1 = m(rN ). Formula (1.26) implies that rN = p forN � N0 = h ln p=2ln(1+2=(n+1))i+ 1, where [z℄ denotes the integer part of the real z.Iterating formula (1.27) N0 times with the �rst exponent being r = r0 = 2, wegetku;
Tk1;p � C(ku;
T�N0�;T+1+N0�k1;2++ kg;
T�N0�;T+1+N0�k0;p + �(N0� � T )ku0kV0): (1.28)Inserting this estimate into (1.19) with � = 1=(N0 + 1), we eventually obtain theestimate (1.24). Lemma 5 is proved.The inequalities (1.9) and (1.24) imply the estimate (1.8).An immediate orollary of this estimate is the uniqueness of the solution for theproblem (1.1). Thus for ompleting the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to prove theexistene of a solution for the problem (1.1). To onstrut this solution we needthe analogue of Theorem 1 for the following auxiliary problem of the form (1.1) inthe �nite ylinder 
0;M , M 2 N,( a(�2t u+�xu)� �tu� q(t; x)u = g(t); u���! = 0;u��t=0 = u0; u��t=M = u1: (1.29)Lemma 6. The problem (1.29) has the unique solution u for all u0; u1 2 V0.Moreover, the following estimate holds uniformly with respet to M 2 N:ku;
Tkp2;p � Cep�0T �ku0kpV0e��T + ku1kpV0e��(M�T )�p�0M++ Z M0 e��jT�sj�p�0skg(s)kp0;p ds! : (1.30)Proof. The proof of the a priori estimate (1.30) for the ase of the �nite ylinder
0;M is ompletely analogous to the proof of the estimate (1.8) for the ase of the7



semi-�nite ylinder 
+ derived above (Lemmas 3 to 5). The existene of solutionsfor the problem (1.29) an be shown using the a priori estimate (1.30) and theLeray-Shauder priniple (see, for instane, [4℄). Lemma 6 is proved.End of the proof of Theorem 1. Consider the sequene uM , M 2 N , of solutions forthe problems (1.29) in the ylinders 
0;M with boundary onditions uM ��t=0 = u0and uM ��t=M = 0. Due to the uniformity of the estimate (1.30), the sequene uM(M � T ) is bounded in the spae H2;p(
T ) for every T � 0. Using the reexivityof the spae H2;p and Cantor's diagonal proedure we an extrat a subsequeneuMk from uM that onverges weakly to some funtion u in the spae H2;p(
T ) forevery T � 0. It is not diÆult to hek (see [4℄) that u is a solution for the problem(1.1). Theorem 1 is proved.Below we also need lower estimates on the norms of solutions for the problem(1.1).Theorem 2. Let the funtion u belong to W2;2(
T ) for every T � 0 and let usatisfy equation (1.1) with g � 0 (the ondition (1.4) is not assumed to be valid).Then the following estimate holds:ku(t)k21;2 + k�tu(t)k20;2 � C(ku(0)k21;2 + k�tu(0)k20;2)e��t2+Cut; (1.31)where the onstant Cu 2 R depends on the funtion u and the onstants �; C > 0depend only on the oeÆients of the equation (1.1).The proof of this theorem under a bit stronger assumptions on the funtion uwas given in [1℄. For the reader's onveniene, below we give the sheme of thisproof adopted to our ase.Let us introdue the funtionsp(t) = �tu(t) + (��x)1=2u(t); r(t) = �tu(t)� (��x)1=2u(t): (1.32)Then u 2W2;2(
T ) for every T > 0 implies that for every M > 0p; r 2 H1;2([0;M ℄; L2(!) \ L2([0;M ℄; H01;2(!)) � C([0;M ℄; L2(!)): (1.33)It an be easily derived from equation (1.1) that( �tp� (��x)1=2p = a�1 p+r2 + a�1q(��x)�1=2 p�r2 ;�tr + (��x)1=2r = a�1 p+r2 + a�1q(��x)�1=2 p�r2and, introduing the notation �u(t) = � p(t)r(t) �,�t�u(t)� B�u(t) = T (t)�u(t); B = ��(��x)1=2 00 (��x)1=2� ;where the operator T (t) satis�es the following estimate uniformly with respet tot 2 [0;1℄: kT (t)�uk0;2 � Ck�uk0;2: (1.34)Let y(t) = k�u(t)k20;2. Suppose also that y(0) > 0 (otherwise there is nothing toprove). Then it follows from (1.33) that y(t) > 0 when t 2 [0;M ℄ for some M > 0.Let us de�ne the funtionl(t) = ln y(t)� Z t0 F (s) ds; F (t) = 2(T (t)�u(t); �u(t))y(t) ; (1.35)where t 2 [0;M ℄. 8



Lemma 7. Let u(t) satisfy equation (1.1) and let l(t) be de�ned by (1.35). Thenl 2 AC([0;M ℄), l0 2 AC([0;M ℄), and the following estimate holds:l00(t) + 4C2 � 0; (1.36)where the onstant C > 0 is the same as in (1.34).Proof. The estimate (1.36) is proved in [1℄. It follows immediately from (1.33) thatl(t) is absolutely ontinuous. The absolute ontinuity of its derivative l0(t) an beeasily obtained using (1.33) and the equalityl0(t) = 2(B�u(t); �u(t))y(t)whih an be veri�ed diretly. Lemma 7 is proved.End of the proof of Theorem 2. Integrating the estimate (1.36) twie, we obtainy(t) � y(0)e�2C2t2+l0(0)t+R t0 F (s) ds: (1.37)It follows from inequality (1.34) that R t0 F (s) ds � �4Ct. Thuskp(t)k20;2 + kr(t)k20;2 � (kp(0)k20;2 + kr(0)k20;2)e�2C2t2�4Ct+l0(0)t:Theorem 2 is proved.Corollary 1. Let u1(t), u2(t) be two solutions of equation (1.1). If u1(T ) = u2(T )for some T � 0, then u1 � u2.Indeed, aording to Theorem 1, u(t) = u1(t)� u2(t) = 0 for every t � T , hene�tu(T ) = 0. Now estimate (1.31) implies that u(0) = 0, and, therefore, u(t) = 0 forevery t 2 R+ . x2 The nonlinear system. A prioriestimates. The existene of solutions.In this setion we obtain the a priori estimate (0.9) for the solutions of the nonlin-ear problem (0.1) and afterwards we prove based on this estimate that the problem(0.1) has at least one solution for every u0 2 V0. We suppose that a > 0,  areself-adjoint matries (a;  2 L(Rk ;Rk )), and that the nonlinear term f 2 C(Rk ;Rk )satis�es the seond ondition from (0.3).In ontrast to the previous setion we onsider here only solutions of the problem(0.1) whih are bounded with respet to t! 1, i.e., solutions for whih the norm(0.5) is �nite. It is also assumed that g satis�es (0.4) and u0 2 V0.The main result of this setion is stated in the following theorem.Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions be satis�ed. Let u be a solution of theproblem (0.1). Then the estimate (0.9) holds.To prove this theorem we need a number of the auxiliary results.9



Lemma 1. Let u be a solution of (0.1). Thenku(T )k20;2 � C �ku(0)k20;2e��T + 1 + jgj2b� (2.1)for some positive onstant �.The proof of this estimate is also deomposed into several steps. It the �rst stepwe obtain a rough estimate of the form (2.1) whih will be improved afterwards.Proposition 1. Let u be the solution of the problem (0.1). Thenku(T )k20;2 � CemT �1 + jgj2b + ku0k20;2� (2.2)for some (positive) onstant m.Proof. Let us multiply the equation (0.1) by ue�"t�� (t) in Rk , where �� (t)=�(t��)( �(z) is the Heaviside funtion), and " > 0 is a suÆiently small positive numberwhih will be �xed below, and integrate the obtained equality over 
+,
a�2t u; u��e�"t�� 
�tu; u��e�"t�� 
arxu;rxu��e�"t��� 
f(u); u��e�"t� = 
g; u��e�"t� : (2.3)We estimate the �rst and the seond term of (2.3) using the integrating by part(see (1.14), (1.15)),� 
a�2t u; u��e�"t� = 
a�tu; �tu��e�"t�� " 
a�tu; u��e�"t�++ (a�tu(�); u(�))e�"� � C 
j�tuj2; ��e�"t��� C1"2 
juj2; ��e�"t�+ y0(�)e�"� : (2.4)Here and in the following y(�) = 12 (au(�); u(�)).� 
�tu; u��e�"t� = �12" 
u; u��e�"t�++ 12(u(�); u(�))e�"� � C2" 
juj2; ��e�"t�+ C3y(�)e�"� : (2.5)The seond ondition of (0.3) implies that� 
f(u); u��e�"t� � 
C; ��e�"t� � C1: (2.6)By Friedrihs' inequality,
arxu;rxu��e�"t� � 2C4 
juj2; ��e�"t� :Applying H�older's inequality to the last term in (2.3), we obtainj 
g; u��e�"t� j � C4 
juj2; u��e�"t�+ C5 
jgj2; ��e�"t� �� C4 
juj2; u��e�"t�+ C6jgj2b: (2.7)Inserting these estimates into (2.3) and hoosing " > 0 small enough so thatC1"2 + C2" � C3, we �nd after a short alulation(y0(�)� C3y(�)) e�"� � C(1 + jgj2b): (2.8)Gronwall's inequality applied to estimate (2.8) yields (2.1). Proposition 1 is proved.10



Proposition 2. Let u be a solution of (0.1). Then the following estimate holds forT � 1: ku;
T k21;2 � C �ku;
0k20;2e��T + 1 + jgj2b� : (2.9)Proof. Let us introdue a ut-o� funtion  (t) 2 C10 (R+) suh that  (t) � 0, (t) = 0 for t � 0 and  (t) = 1 for t � 1. Multiplying equation (0.1) byu(t) (t)e��jT�tj = u �T in Rk and integrating over 
+, we obtain
a�2t u; u �T �� haru;r(u �T )i � h�tu; u �T i�� hf(u); u �T i = hg; u �T i : (2.10)Let us estimate every term in (2.10) separately. Integrating by part the �rst termand using supp 0 � [0; 1℄;, we obtain analogously to (1.14)� 
a�2t u; u �T � = ha�tu � �tu;  �T i+ 12 h�t[au � u℄;  0�T i+ ha�tu; u �0T i == ha�tu � �tu;  �T i+ ha�tu; u �0T i � 12 hau � u; ( 0�T )0i �� C 
j�tuj2;  �T �� C1�2 
juj2;  �T �� C2ku;
0k20;2e��T : (2.11)Analogously, sine a is self-adjoint we an infer thath�tu; u �T i = �12 hu � u;  �0T i � �12 hu � u;  0�T i �� �C(� 
juj2;  �T �+ ku;
0k20;2e��T ): (2.12)Aording to the seond ondition of (0.3),hf(u); u �T i = hf(u) � u;  �T i � � hC; �T i � �C1: (2.13)Applying the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality to the right-hand side of (2.10), we derivej hg; u �T i j � � 
juj2;  �T �+ C� 
jgj2;  �T � : (2.14)Inserting the estimates (2.11) to (2.14) into the equation (2.10), we obtain after ashort alulation
j�tuj2 + jruj2;  �T � � C(ku;
0k20;2e��T + 1 + 
jgj2; �T �): (2.15)The estimate (2.15) implies (2.9) as in the proof of Lemma 1.3. Proposition 2 isproved.Proof of Lemma 1. Inserting the estimate (2.2) into the estimate (2.9) and usingthe evident inequality ku(T )k0;2 � Cku;
Tk1;2;we obtain estimate (2.1) for the ase T � 1. For T � 1, the inequality (2.1) is animmediate onsequene of estimate (2.2). Lemma 1 is proved.11



Lemma 2. Let u be a solution of the problem (0.1). Thenku(T )k0;1 � C(ku0kV0e��T + 1 + jgjb): (2.16)Proof. Consider the funtion w(t; x) = au(t; x) � u(t; x). It is readily seen that thisfuntion satis�es the equation� �2tw(t) + �xw(t) = hu(t);w��t=0 = au0 � u0; (2.17)wherehu(t) = 2(a�tu(t) � �tu(t) + aru(t) � ru(t) + �tu(t):u(t)++ f(u(t)) � u(t) + g(t) � u(t)) � �C1(1 + jg(t)j � ju(t)j+ ju(t)j2) � h(t): (2.18)Let us onsider the auxiliary problem� �2t v(t) + �xv(t) = h(t);v��t=0 = au0 � u0: (2.19)Aording to Sobolev's embedding theorem H2;p � C for p > (n + 1)=2. Hene,(0.5) implies that h 2 Lp(
T ) for every T � 0 and jhjb <1.It follows from Theorem 1.1 with  = 0, q = 0, K = 0, and �0 = 0 thatkv;
T kp2;p � C(ku0k2pV0e�T + ZR+ e��jT�sjkh(s)kp0;p ds): (2.20)Applying the omparison priniple for bounded solutions of the problem (2.19)(see [4℄) we obtain thatw(t; x) � v(t; x) almost everywhere in 
+. (2.21)By our assumptions p > n+12 , hene (2.20), (2.21), and the fat w � 0 imply thatku(T )k2p0;1 � C  ku0k2pV0e��T + ZR+ e��jT�sjkh(s)kp0;p ds! : (2.22)Applying H�older's inequality to the funtion h, we obtainkh(s)kp0;p � C(1 + (jg(s)jpju(s)jp; 1) + ku(s)k2p0;2p) �� C1(1 + kg(s)kp0;pku(s)kp0;1 + ku(s)k2p0;2p): (2.23)Let us estimate the last term on the right-hand side of (2.23) in the following way:ku(s)k2p0;2p � ku(s)k2p(1��)0;1 ku(s)k2p�0;2 � C�ku(s)k2p0;2 + �ku(s)k2p0;1; (2.24)where � = 1=p 2 (0; 1). The estimate (2.24) holds for every � > 0.Analogously,ZR+ e��jT�sjkg(s)kp0;pku(s)kp0;1 ds � jgjpb sups�0fe��jT�sj=4ku(s)kp0;1g �� C�jgj2pb + � sups�0fe��jT�sj=2ku(s)k2p0;1g: (2.25)Inserting the estimates (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25) into the inequality (2.22) and usingthe L2-norm estimate for u(s) obtained in Lemma 1, we obtain after some simplealulationku(T )k2p0;1 � C�(1+ jgj2pb +ku0k2pV0e��T )+� sups�0fe��jT�sj=2ku(s)k2p0;1g: (2.26)To omplete the proof of Lemma 2 were need the following proposition.12



Proposition 3. Let a funtion z 2 Cb(R+) satisfy the inequalityz(t) � C1 + C0e��t + � sups�0fe��jt�sjz(s)g (2.27)for some � � � > 0 and � < 1=2. Thenz(t) � 2(C0e��t + C1): (2.28)Proof. Multiplying the inequality (2.27) by e��jl�tj, l 2 R+ and taking supt�0 ofboth sides of the obtained inequality we havesupt�0 e��jl�tjz(t) � C0 supt�0 e��jl�tje��t + C1 supt�0 e��jl�tj++ � supt�0 sups�0fe��(jt�sj+jt�lj)z(s)g: (2.29)A simple alulation reveals that supt�0 e��jl�tj��t = e��l. Changing the order ofsupremums in the last term on the right-hand side of (2.29), we getsupt�0 sups�0fe��(jt�sj+jt�lj)z(s)g = sups�0fsupt�0 e��(jt�sj+jt�lj)gz(s) == sups�0 e��jl�sjz(s) = supt�0fe��jl�tjz(t)g:Inserting these formulae into (2.29) and using � � 12 , we onlude thatsupt�0 e��jl�tjz(t) � 2(C0e��l + C1):This estimate together with (2.27) implies (2.28). Proposition 3 is proved.End of the proof of Lemma 2. Apply Proposition 3 to the inequality (2.26) andz(t) = ku(t)k2p0;1. The estimate (2.16) is an immediate onsequene of (2.28).Lemma 2 is proved.Lemma 3. Let u be a solution of the problem (0.1). Thenkf(u);
Tk0;1 � Q(ku0kV0)e��T +Q(jgjb) (2.30)for some monotone funtion Q.The proof of (2.30) whih is based on the estimate (2.16) is given in [4℄.End of the proof of Theorem 1. Let us rewrite the equation (0.1) as a linear equa-tion, a�2t u� �tu+ a�xu = g(t) + f(u(t)) = h(t): (2.31)Equation (2.31) has the form (1.1) with q(t; x) � 0. Moreover, the family (0.7)with K = 0 evidently satis�es (0.8) for �0 = 0. Applying the estimate (1.8) with�0 = 0 to the equation (2.31), we obtain the estimateku;
Tkp2;p � Cku0kpV0e��T + ZR+ e��jT�sjkh(s)kp0;p ds: (2.32)Inserting the estimate (2.30) into (2.32), after some simple alulation we obtain(0.9). Theorem 1 is proved.To prove the existene of solutions of the problem (0.1) we need, as in Se-tion 1, the following auxiliary problems of the form (0.1) in the �nite ylinder
0;M , M 2 N , ( a(�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = g(t); u���! = 0;u��t=0 = u0; u��t=M = u1: (2.33)13



Theorem 2. Let u0; u1 2 V0 and let u be a solution of the problem (2.33). Thenthe following estimate holds:ku;
Tk2;p � Q(ku0k2V0 + ku1k2V0)(e��T + e��(M�T )) +Q(kgkb); (2.34)where Q is a monotone funtion independent of M � 2.Proof. The proof of (2.34) is analogous to that one of the estimate (0.9) givenabove (Lemmas 1 to 3). That's why we give below only the sheme of the proof ofTheorem 2.The analogue of the estimate (2.1) for the problem (2.33) is the following one:Lemma 4. Let u be the solution of the problem (2.33). Then for T 2 [0;M ℄ku(T )k20;2 � C �(ku(0)k20;2 + ku(M)k20;2)(e��T + e��(M�T )) + 1 + jgj2b� : (2.35)To prove this lemma we need the following propositions.Proposition 4. Let u be the solution of the problem (2.33). Then the estimateku(T )k20;2 � C(ku(0)k20;2 + ku(M)k20;2)minfemT ; em(M�T )g (2.36)holds uniformly with respet to M 2 N. Here m is a (positive) number.Proof. Multiplying equation (2.33) by ue�"t in Rk and integrating over [�; s℄� !,[�; s℄ � [0;M ℄ we obtain analogously to (2.8) the following estimate whih holdsuniformly with respet to M 2 N ,(y0(�)� C1y(�)) e�"� � (y0(s) + C2y(s)) e�"s � C(1 + jgj2b): (2.37)Without loss of generality we may assume that C1 > 0 and C2 > 0.Multiplying the inequality (2.37) by e("+C2)s and integrating over s 2 [�;M ℄ we�nd after some simple alulation(y0(�)� C1y(�)) e�"� �� C(1 + jgj2b) + (C2 + ")y(M)eC2M �e(C2+")M � e(C2+")���1 : (2.38)Without loss of generality we may also assume that � �M � 1. TheneC2M �e(C2+")M � e(C2+")���1 � �1� e�C2�"��1 � C:Hene (2.38) implies(y0(�)� C1y(�)) e�"� � C(1 + jgj2b + y(M)): (2.39)Using H�older's inequality we derive from (2.39) thaty(t) � C(1 + jgj2b + jy(0)j+ jy(M)j)emt for t �M � 1 (2.40)for some m > 0. Applying (2.40) to the problem (2.39) with t replaed by M � twe obtain the estimatey(t) � C(1 + jgj2b + jy(0)j+ jy(M)j)em(M�t) for t � 1. (2.41)The estimates (2.40) and (2.41) imply (2.36). Proposition 4 is proved.14



Proposition 5. Let u be the solution of the problem (2.33). Then the followingestimate holds for T 2 [1;M � 2℄:ku;
Tk21;2 � C �ku;
0k20;2e��T + ku;
M�1k20;2e��(M�T ) + 1 + jgj2b� : (2.42)The proof of Proposition 5 is ompletely analogous to that one Proposition 2.Only instead of multiplying by u(t) (t)�T (t) one should multiply equation (2.33)by u(t) (t) (M � t)�T (t).The estimates (2.36) and (2.42) together imply the estimate (2.35) (see the proofof Lemma 1). Lemma 4 is proved.Lemma 5. Let u be the solution of the problem (2.33). Thenku(T )k20;1 � C(ku0k2V0 + ku1k2V0)(e��T + e��(M�T )) + 1 + jgj2b): (2.43)The proof of Lemma 5 is analogous to that one of Lemma 2. Only for estimatingthe C-norm of solutions of the auxiliary equation (2.19) one should use the estimate(1.30) instead of the estimate (1.8).As proved in [4℄, the estimate (2.43) and ontinuity of f imply the estimatekf(u);
Tk0;1 � Q(ku0k2V0 + ku1k2V0)(e��T + e��(M�T )) +Q(jgjb) (2.44)for some monotone funtion Q.Now rewriting equation (2.23) in the form (2.31) and applying the estimate (1.30)with � = 0 we obtain the estimate (2.34). Theorem 2 is proved.Theorem 3. The problem (0.1) has at least one solution for every u0 2 V0.Proof. As in the linear ase (see Setion 1) we �rst prove the existene of solutionsfor the problem (2.33) in the �nite ylinder 
0;M . The existene of solutions for(2.33) an be obtained using the a priori estimate (2.34) and the Leray-Shauderpriniple (see for instane [4℄). The existene of solutions for the problem (0.1)an then be proved extending the limit M ! 1 as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.Theorem 3 is proved.Remark 1. The estimate (0.9) was proved in [4℄ under more restritive assumptionsto the nonlinear term f (f(u) � u � �C1 + C2juj2+", C2; " > 0), but without therequirement  = �.x3 Differentiability of solutions of the nonlinearellipti equation with respet to the initial data u0In this setion we prove unique solvability and di�erentiability with respet tothe initial value u0 of solutions of the problem (0.1) and verify the equivalene ofthe problems (0.1) and (0.11).Below it is again assumed that a,  are positive self-adjoint matries, the nonlin-ear funtion f satis�es the onditions (0.3), and the operator family (0.7) satis�esthe ondition (0.8) for some �0 > 0. 15



Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions be satis�ed. Then for every pair of solu-tions u1 and u2 of the problem (0.1) the following estimate holds:ku1 � u2;
Tk2;p � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kV0e(�0��)T : (3.1)Moreover, the onstant C in this estimate depends only on ku1(0)kV0 and ku2(0)kV0,and the onstant � > 0 only on the oeÆients of the family LK(�) (see (0.7)).Proof. Let v = u2 � u1. Then� a(�2t v +�xv)� �tv � qu1;u2(t; x)v = 0;v��t=0 = u1(0)� u2(0); (3.2)where qu1;u2(t; x) = Z 10 f 0(u2(t; x)� �(u2(t; x)� u1(t; x))) d�: (3.3)It follows from the estimate (0.9) and from Sobolev's embedding theorem H2;p � Cfor p > (n+ 1)=2 that kui;
+k0;1 � Ckui(0)kV0 ; i = 1; 2Hene, aording to (3.3) and the estimate (0.3) the following estimates hold:� 1: kqu1;u2(t; x);
+k0;1 � C1(ku1(0)kV0 ; ku2(0)kV0);2: qu1;u2(t; x) � �K Id : (3.4)Notie that by the de�nition of solutions of the problem (0.1) the funtions u1(t)and u2(t) are bounded with respet to t!1 (i.e., kuikb <1). Consequently thefuntion v(t) is also bounded with respet t!1. Thuskvk�0 = supT�0 e��0T kv;
Tk2;p <1 (3.5)and all the onditions of Theorem 1.1 hold for the equation (3.2) and for its solutionv. The estimate (1.8) now implies the estimate (3.1). Theorem 1 is proved.Corollary 1. It follows from (3.1) that for every t � 0 the solving operatorSt: V0 ! V0 mapping the initial data u0 2 V0 to the solution u(t) of the problem(0.1) at time t is orretly de�ned. Moreover, this operator is (loally) Lipshitzontinuous with respet to u0, i.e.,kSt(u01)� St(u02)kV0 � Cku01 � u02kV0e(�0��)t; u01; u02 2 V0: (3.6)Corollary 2. Let V 00 = H01�1=p;p(!). Then the estimate (3.1) also implies thatk�tu1(0)� �tu2(0)kV 00 � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kV0 :Consequently the loally Lipshitz operator �: V0 ! V 00 mapping the initial datau0 2 V0 to the t-derivative of the solution of the problem (0.1) at time t = 0 isorretly de�ned, �tu��t=0 = � �u��t=0� : (3.7)Considering the later time t = � > 0 instead of t = 0, we obtain, analogously to(3.7), that ( �tu��t=� = �� �u��t=�� ;u��t=0 = u0 (3.8)whih holds for every solution u of the problem (0.1) and for every � � 0 (here wedenote by �� : V0 ! V 00 the operator � that orresponds to the problem (0.1) withg(t) replaed by g(t+ �)). 16



Corollary 3. The operator St: V0 ! V0 de�ned in Corollary 1 is injetive forevery t � 0, i.e., St�1 = St�2 for some t � 0 implies �1 = �2.Indeed, this assertion follows from Corollary 1.1 applied to equation (3.2).Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of previous theorem be satis�ed. Then the solvingoperator St: V0 ! V0 is Fr�ehet di�erentiable in V0 for every �xed t � 0 andits derivative w(t) = Du0St(u0)�, � 2 V0, is given as the unique (aording toTheorem 1.1) solution of the following problem:� a(�2tw +�xw)� �tw � f 0(St(u0))w = 0;w��t=0 = �; kwk�0 <1: (3.9)The operator �: V0 ! V 00 is Fr�ehet di�erentiable and its derivative is given byDu0�(u0)� = �tw(0);where w(t) is a solution of (3.9) with w(0) = �. Moreover, St 2 C(R+ � V0; V0),� 2 C1(V0; V 00), and the derivative Du0St(u0) is uniformly ontinuous with respetto u0 2 B for every bounded subset B � V0, t 2 [T; T + 1℄.Proof. Let u01; u02 2 B, kBkV0 �M . Denote by u1(t) and u2(t) the solutions of theproblem (0.1) with initial data u01 and u02, respetively. Let also v(t) = u2(t)�u1(t)and w(t) be a solution of the problem (3.9) with initial data � = u02 � u01. Thenthe funtion �(t) = v(t)� w(t) is a solution of the following problem:� a(�2t � +�x�)� �t� � f 0(u1)� = (qu1;u2 � f 0(u1))v � L(t)v(t);���t=0 = 0; k�k�0 <1: (3.10)Reall that the funtion qu1;u2 on the right-hand side of the equation (3.10) isde�ned by (3.3).Equation (3.10) satis�es all onditions of Theorem 1.1, hene aording to theestimate (1.8),k�;
Tkp2;p � Cep�0T ZR+ e��jT�sj�p�0skL(s)v(s)kp0;p ds: (3.11)Estimating kv(s)k0;p using the estimate (3.6) we obtaink�;
Tkp2;p � Cep�0T kv(0)kpV0 ZR+ e��jT�sj�p�skL(s)kp0;1 ds: (3.12)Thus it is neessary to prove thatZ(kv(0)k) � ZR+ e��jT�sj�p�skL(s)kp0;1 ds (3.13)tends to zero as kv(0)kV0 ! 0.Aording to Theorem 2.1 and Sobolev's embedding theorem (H2;p � C),kuik0;1 � M1 = M1(kBkV0). Hene it follows from the ontinuity of f 0 and fromthe de�nition of L that kL;
+k0;1 �M2 =M2(kBkV0).17



Let us �x an arbitrary " > 0 and hoose R(") > 0 so thatZ 1R(") e�p�sMp2 ds < "2 :Applying the last inequality to (3.13) we obtain after standard estimatesZ(kv(0)k) � R(")kL;
0;R(")kp0;1 + "2 : (3.14)f 0 is ontinuous, hene there exists Æ1 = Æ1(") suh thatjf 0(� + �1)� f 0(�)j < � "2R(")�1=pfor j�j < 2M1, j�1j < Æ1. ThusjL(t; x)jp � Z 10 jf 0(u1(t; x) + �v(t; x))� f 0(u1(t; x))jpd� � "2R(") ; (t; x) 2 
0;R(");if kv;
0;R(")k0;1 < Æ1. Consequently, Z(kv(0)kV0) < " if kv;
0;R(")k < Æ1. But itfollows from the estimate (3.6) and from the embedding theorem thatkv;
0;R(")k0;1 � Ce�0R(")kv(0)kV0 :Hene Z < " if kv(0)kV0 < Æ = Æ1C�1e��0R("). Thus the following formula isproved: k�;
T k2;p = exp(�0T )o(kv(0)kV0) as kv(0)kV0 ! 0. (3.15)The estimate (3.15) together with the inequality k�(t)kV0 � Ck�;
tk2;p shows thedi�erentiability of the operator St.The di�erentiability of � is an immediate onsequene of (3.15) and the estimatek�t�(0)kV 00 � Ck�;
0k2;p. Notie that the right-hand side of (3.15) tends to zeroas v ! 0 uniformly with respet to u01; u02 2 B and t 2 [T; T + 1℄. Henek(Du0St(u01)�Du0St(u02))v(0)kV0 � ku2(t)� u1(t)�Du0St(u02)v(0)kV0++ ku1(t)� u2(t) +Du0St(u01)v(0)kV0 � Cku2 � u1 �Du0St(u02)v(0);
Tk2;p++ Cku1 � u2 +Du0St(u02)v(0);
Tk2;p � o(kv(0)kV0): (3.16)The estimate (3.16) implies that Du0St(u0) is uniformly ontinuous with respetto u0 2 B. To omplete the proof of Theorem 2 it remains to prove that St isontinuous with respet to (t; u0) � R+ � V0. Due to the estimate (3.16) it issuÆient to prove only the ontinuity St with respet to t for �xed u0 2 V0. Byde�nition u(t) = St(u0) 2 W2;p(
T ) for every T � 0, hene aording to Sobolev'sembedding theorem u 2 C(R+ ; V0). Theorem 2 is proved.18



Corollary 4. The Fr�ehet derivative Du0St(u0) satis�es the ondition (0.10).Indeed, applying the result of Theorem 1.1 to equation (3.9) we obtain theestimate (0.10).Remark 1. Notie that in fat we have proved in Theorem 2 thatk�k�0 = o(kv(0)kV0): (3.17)Thus the mapping u0 7! St(u0) is di�erentiable as a mapping from V0 to the spaeW�02;p of distributions whih have �nite norm (1.2).Now let us study the operator �� de�ned in Corollary 2. In order to do this weintrodue the sale of Banah spaes X0 = V 00 , X1 = V0, and X� = (��x)��=2X0for 0 � � � 1. It is known (see for instane [10℄), thatX� = W1�1=p+�;p(!) \ fu0���! = 0g for � 6= 1=p. (3.18)Theorem 3. Let the above assumptions be satis�ed. Then the nonlinear operatorde�ned in Corollary 2 an be represented in the following way:�� (v) = �(��x)1=2v + F (�; v) +G(�); v 2 V0; � 2 R+ ; (3.19)where G 2 Cb(R+ ; X1), and the nonlinear term F ful�ls F (�; �) 2 C(X1; X1)\C1(X1; X�) for some � > 0 and every �xed � � 0. Moreover,F 2 Cb(R+ ; C(X1; X1)); kF 0u(�; �)kL(X1;X�) � Q(k�kX1) (3.20)uniformly with respet to � 2 R+ . Here Q: R+ ! R+ is some monotone funtion.Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that f(0) = 0. Let us representthe solution u(t) of the problem (0.1) (with g(t) replaed by g(t+ �)) as a sum oftwo funtions u(t) = v(t) + �(t), where the funtion v is a solution of the problem� a(�2t v +�xv)� �tv = g(t+ �);vjt=0 = u0; kvkb <1 (3.21)and the funtion � = u� v is the solution of� a(�2t � +�x�)� �t� = f(St(u0));�jt=0 = 0; k�kb <1: (3.22)De�ne the operators F1(�; u0) and F2(�; u0) by the following formulae:F1(�; u0) = �t���t=0; F2(�; u0) = �tv��t=0: (3.23)Then �� = F1 + F2.Let us �rst study the operator F1. Sine f 2 C1, f(0) = 0, (0.9) impliesthat kf(u);
0;2k1;p � Q1(ku0kV0) for some funtion Q1 and f(u)���! = 0. Sine�(0) = 0, the (W3;p;W 01;p)-regularity theorem for solutions of the Laplae equationimplies analogously to the proof of Lemma 1.5 that � 2W3;p(
0) andk�;
0k3;p � Ckf(u);
0;2k1;p � CQ1(ku0kV0): (3.24)19



Thus �t� 2W2;p(
0). Consequently, F1(�; u0) = �t�(0) 2 X1. The ontinuity of F1an be proved analogously to the proof of Theorem 2. Let us hek its (X1; X�)-di�erentiability.Using Remark 1, the embedding W2;p into C, and the di�erentiability of f , itis not diÆult to obtain that the mapping u0 7! f(St(u0)) is di�erentiable as amapping from X1 to the spae L�0q (
+) of funtions from Lloq (
+) whih have�nite norm (1.3) (with the exponent p replaed by q) for every 1 � q � 1. Nowapplying Theorem 1.1 to equation (3.22), we obtain that the operator �: u0 7! �(t)is di�erentiable as a mapping from X1 to W�02;q(
+). Fix some q > p. Thenaording to the embedding theorem the mapping u0 7! �t�(0) is di�erentiableas a mapping from X1 to W 01�1=q;q(!) � X1=p�1=q. Thus the operator F1(�; �) is(X1; X�)-di�erentiable for � = 1=p� 1=q > 0.The ontinuity of the derivative DuF1 an be proved as in Theorem 2.To prove the estimate (3.20), we onsider the linearized equation whih orre-sponds to the problem (3.22) (Q(t) = Du0F1(�; u0)�)� a(�2tQ(t) + �xQ(t))� �tQ(t) = f 0(u(t))w(t);Qjt=0 = 0; kQk�0 <1: (3.25)Here w(t) is the solution of the problem (3.9) and u(t) is the solution of (0.1), withg(t) replaed by g(t+ �). Applying Theorem 1.1 to the equations (3.9), (3.25) andusing the inequality (0.9), we obtain the estimate (3.20) for F1.Let us now study the operator F2(�; u0). Aording to Theorem 1.1, there existsa unique solution vg of the problem (3.21) with zero initial data. Let us de�ne thefuntion G(�) = �tvg(0) 2 V 00 . Then it is not diÆult to hek that G 2 Cb(R+ ; V 00).De�ne now the funtion Vu0(t) as the unique solution of the problem� �2t Vu0 +�xVu0 = 0;Vu0 ��t=0 = u0; kVu0kb <1: (3.26)It is easy to prove using the standard methods of the theory of analyti semigroups(see [8℄) that Vu0(t) = e�t(��x)1=2u0. Consequently, �tVu0(0) = �(��x)1=2u0.Finally we onsider the funtion w(t) = v(t)� vg(t)� Vu0(t) whih satis�es theequation � a(�2tw +�xw)� �tw = �tVu0(t);w��t=0 = 0; kwkb <1: (3.27)Sine the right-hand side �tVu0(t) of equation (3.27) belongs to W lo1;p (
+), we anprove as for the operator F1 that F3: u0 7! �tw(0) is bounded linear operator fromX1 to X1. Thus F2(�; u0) = �(��x)1=2u0 + F3u0 +G(�):Denoting now F = F2 + F3, we obtain the deomposition (3.19). Theorem 3 isproved.We onsider now the formula (3.8) as an evolutionary equation in the spae V0.20



Corollary 5. The problems (0.1) and (0.11) are equivalent.In fat, by the de�nition of the operator �� , every solution of the problem (0.1)is also a solution of the problem (3.8) or, whih amounts to be the same, a solutionof the problem (0.11). Consequently, we obtain the existene of solutions of theproblem (0.11) from the solvability of the problem (0.1). Then to omplete theproof of Corollary 5 it remains to prove that the solution of the problem (0.11) isunique.Let u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of (0.11) suh that u1(0) = u2(0). Then thefuntion v(t) = u1(t)� u2(t) satis�es the following equation (see [8℄):v(t) = Z t0 e(s�t)(��x)1=2(F (s; u1(s))� F (s; u2(s)) ds: (3.28)Theorem 3 implies that kF (s; u1(s))�F (s; u2(s)kX� � Ckv(s)kX1 . It follows fromthe setorial property of the operator (��x)1=2 (see [7℄, [11℄) thatke(s�t)(��x)1=2kL(X� ;X1) � C(t� s)��1: (3.29)Estimating the norm of the right-hand side of (3.28) using the inequality (3.29), weobtain that kv(t)kX1 � C Z t0 (t� s)��1kv(s)kX1 ds: (3.30)Reall that � � 1 > �1. Hene we an apply Gronwall's inequality to the estimate(3.30) and obtain kv(t)kX1 � 0.Corollary 6. The problem (3.9) is equivalent to the following evolutionary problemin the spae V0: � �tw + (��x)1=2w = F 0u(t; u(t))w;w��t=0 = �; w 2 C(R+ ; V0) \ C1(R+ ; V 00): (3.31)Here the operator F de�ned by (3.19) and u(t) is the solution of the problem (0.1).The proof of this orollary is ompletely analogous to the proof of previous one.x4 The nonlinear ellipti equation near an hyperboli equilibriumIn this setion we study the autonomous equation (0.1), i.e., equation (0.1) withright-hand side g independent of t,g(t; x) � g(x) 2 Lp(!): (4.1)It is easy to verify that in this ase the operators St: V0 ! V0, t � 0, generate asemigroup in V0, St1+t2 = St1St2 ; t1; t2 � 0: (4.2)Let z0 be an equilibrium of this semigroup, i.e., Stz0 = z0 for all t � 0. Equivalently,� a�xz0 � f(z0) = g;z0���! = 0: (4.3)Remark 1. Analogously to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, but essentially moresimple, one an prove that the problem (4.3) has at least one solution and every ofits solutions z0 2 V0 belongs to the spae W2;p(!).Aording to Theorem 3.2, St 2 C1(V0; V0) for every t � 0, hene the followingde�nition is orret. 21



De�nition 1. The equilibrium z0 2 V0 of the semigroup St is alled hyperboli ifthe spetrum of the Fr�ehet derivative Du0St(z0) at t = 1 does not interset theunit irle: � (Du0S1(z0)) \ f� 2 C : j�j = 1g = ?: (4.4)The dimension of the kernel subspae orresponding to the part of the spetrum ofDu0St(z0) whih lies outside of the unit ball in C is alled the instability index ofthe hyperboli equilibrium z0:indz0 = #f� 2 � (Du0S1(z0)) : j�j > 1g: (4.5)Theorem 1. Let St be the semigroup orresponding to the autonomous equation(0.1) and z0 its equilibrium. Then1. The operator Du0S1(z0):V0 ! V0 is ompat and onsequently its spetrum isdisrete and onsists of normal eigenvalues of �nite multipliity.2. The equilibrium z0 is hyperboli if and only if the operator familyLz0(�) = a�2 � �+ a�x � f 0(z0): W2;p(!) \W 01;p(!)! Lp(!) (4.6)has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis:�(Lz0(�)) \ fRe� = 0g = ?: (4.7)3. The instability index of the hyperboli equilibrium z0 is �nite and an bealulated by the following formula:indz0 = #f� 2 �(Lz0(�)): 0 < Re� < �0g; (4.8)where the exponent �0 is de�ned by ondition (0.8).Remark 2. As known (see for instane [10℄), the spetrum of the family (4.6) isindependent of 1 < p < 1 and onsist of normal eigenvalues of �nite multipliity.Thus we may alulate the instability index indz0 under the assumption that thefamily (4.6) ats in a Hilbert spae (p = 2).Proof. Aording to Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.6, the equation (3.9), whih de-�nes the operator Du0S1(z0), an be rewritten in the following form:8><>: �tw = �(��x)1=2w + F 0(z0)w;w��t=0 = �; w 2 C([0; 1℄; V0) \ C1([0; 1℄; V 00);Du0S1(z0)� = w(1): (4.9)Theorem 3.3 implies that F 0(z0) = Du0F (z0): X1 ! X�, onsequently the op-erator F 0(z0) is ompat as an operator from X1 to X0. Thus due to the the-orem about ompat perturbations of setorial operators (see [8℄), the operatorAz0 = �(��x)1=2 + F 0(z0): X1 ! X0 is also setorial. Aording to the spetralmapping theorem for suh operators (see [16℄),Du0S1(z0) = eAz0 ; � (Du0S1(z0)) n f0g = e�(Az0 ): (4.10)22



Sine the operators (��x)�1=2; (��x)1=2F 0(z0): X1 ! X1 are ompat, it is notdiÆult to prove (see [11℄, [16℄) that the operator etAz0 is ompat for every t > 0.The �rst part of Theorem 1 is proved.Let us now prove that the equality���(��x)1=2 + F 0(z0)� = � (Lz0(�)) \ fRe� < �0g (4.11)holds and that the orresponding eigenvetors and their kernel subspaes oinide.Indeed, let � 2 � ��(��x)1=2 + F 0(z0)� and z be the orresponding eigenvetor.Then the funtion w(t) = e�tz is a solution of (4.9), onsequently, aording toCorollary 3.6, it is the solution of the problem (3.9) with u0 replaed by z0. Insertingw(t) into the equation (3.9) we obtain that e�tLz0(�)z = 0. Thus z is an eigenvetorof the family Lz0(�). It now follows from the de�nition of solutions for the problem(3.9) that Re � < �0. The inverse inlusion and the assertion about the oinideneof the adjoint vetors an be proved ompletely analogously. Thus the equality(4.11) is proved. The seond part of Theorem 1 is an immediate onsequene of(4.10) and (4.11).Let us prove the third part of the theorem. Let E+ and E� be the kernelsubspaes of Az0 orresponding to the spetral sets �+ = �(Az0) \ fRe� > 0g and�� = �(Az0) \ fRe� < 0g. Then, as known (see [11℄), V0 = E+ + E� andkeAz0 tzk � Ce�"tkzk for all z 2 E�; keAz0 tzk � Ce"tkzk for all z 2 E+ (4.12)for some " > 0. Thus indz0 = dimE+. Using the equality (4.11) again we obtain(4.8). Theorem 1 is proved.In the ase that the nonlinear term has a potential it is possible to obtain simplerformulae for the alulation of indz0 .Theorem 2. Assume that the nonlinear funtion f satis�es ondition (0.13). Thenthe instability index of the hyperboli equilibrium z0 equals the number of positiveeigenvalues of the operator a�x � f 0(z0) (taking into aount their multipliities):indz0 = #f� 2 �(a�x � f 0(z0)): � > 0g: (4.13)To prove this theorem we need the following lemma:Lemma 1. Let the assumptions of the previous theorem and assumption (4.13) besatis�ed. Then the spetrum of the family (4.6) is real.Proof. Aording to Remark 2 it is suÆient to onsider the family (4.6) in a Hilbertspae (p = 2). Let � = ! + i� 2 �(Lz0). Sine the spetrum Lz0 is disrete, thereexists an x0 2W 01;2(!) suh that Lz0(�)x0 = 0: (4.14)Consequently, self-adjointness of f 0(z0) and ondition (0.8) imply that0 < �(Lz0(�0)x0; x0) = ([Lz0(�)� Lz0(�0)℄x0; x0)= (�2 � �20)(ax0; x0)� (�� �0)(x0; x0)= (!2 � �2 � �20)(ax0; x0)� (! � �0)(x0; x0)++ if2�!(ax0; x0)� �(x0; x0)g23



and � �[(x0; x0)� 2!(ax0; x0)℄ = 0;(!2 � �2 � �20)(ax0; x0)� (! � �0)(x0; x0) > 0: (4.15)Thus if � 6= 0, then (x0; x0) = 2!(ax0; x0). By inserting this formula into inequal-ity (4.15), we obtain that(!2 + �2 + �20 � 2!�0)(ax0; x0) < 0whih ontradits the positiveness of the matrix a. Lemma 1 is proved.Consider now the following two-parameter operator familyLs(�) = sLz0(�) + (1� s)(�2a� Id��+ Id+a�x � f 0(z0)); (4.16)where s 2 [0; 1℄ and + > 0 is a positive number large enough to satisfy theondition + Id� > 0.De�nition 3. The number of eigenvalues in the interval (0; �0) (taking into a-ount multipliities) is alled the instability index of the family (4.16) (for a �xeds 2 [0; 1℄): indLs = #f�(Ls) \ (0; �0)g:It is not diÆult to hek using ondition (0.8) and the de�nition of Ls(�) that�(Ls(�0)x; x) > 0; for all x 2W 01;2(!), x 6= 0, s 2 [0; 1℄. (4.17)Thus �0 =2 �(Ls) for s 2 [0; 1℄. It is also obvious that 0 =2 �(Ls) for s 2 [0; 1℄, and itfollows from Lemma 1 that that the spetrum of Ls is real for every �xed s 2 [0; 1℄.Consequently, it follows from the theorem on the stability of kernel multipliities(see [5℄) that indLs is independent of s 2 [0; 1℄. Thusindz0 = indLz0 = indL0: (4.18)Then it is suÆient to hek the assertion of the theorem for the familyL0(�) = �2a�Id� �+Id+ a�x � f 0(z0): (4.19)Lemma 2. The following equality holds:indL0 = #f� 2 �(a�x � f 0(z0)): � > 0g: (4.20)Proof. Let feig1i=1 be a omplete orthonormal system of eigenvetors of the selfad-joint operator �a�x + f 0(z0) in L2 and�1 � �2 � � � � � �N < 0 < �N+1 � � � �be the orresponding eigenvalues. Then it is not diÆult to prove that the eigen-values of the family L0 an be alulated by the formulae�+i = + +q2+ + 4a��i2a� ; ��i = + �q2+ + 4a��i2a�and (4.17) for s = 0 is equivalent to the following onditions:2+ + 4a��1 > 0; ��1 < �0 < �+1 :Thus the interval (0; �0) ontains the eigenvalues ��i for i = 1 � � �N and only them.Lemma 2 is proved.Theorem 2 is also proved. 24



De�nition 3. The instable set for the equilibrium z0 of the semigroup St introduedin Setion 3 is de�ned to be the following set:M+(z0) = �u0 2 V0: 9u 2 Cb(R; V0); u(0) = u0;(Stu)(s) = u(t+ s) suh that lims!�1 u(s) = z0	: (4.21)It follows from De�nition 3 that the setM+(z0) is stritly invariant with respetto the semigroup St, i.e., StM+(z0) =M+(z0) for t � 0. (4.22)Theorem 3. Let z0 be an hyperboli equilibrium of the semigroup St and let theonditions of Theorem 1 be satis�ed. Then the set M+(z0) possesses the stru-ture of a C1-manifold of dimension d = indz0 , i.e., there exists a C1-embedding�: Rd ! V0 suh that �(Rd ) =M+(z0).For eah t � 0, the restrition of St to the manifold M+(z0) is a C1-di�eo-morphism.Proof. For every Æ > 0, we de�ne in analogy to (4.21) the following set:M+Æ (z0) = �u0 2 V0: 9u 2 C(R; V0); u(0) = u0;(Stu)(s) = u(t+ s) suh that lims!�1 u(s) = z0, ku(s)kV0 < Æ	: (4.23)Using the hyperboliity of the equilibrium z0 and the impliit funtion theorem onean prove by standard arguments that for suÆiently small Æ > 0 the set (4.23) is ad = indz0 -dimensional C1-submanifold of V0 di�eomorphi to the instable subspaeE+. Let us �x suÆiently small Æ > 0 and de�ne a sequene of setsM +k = Sk(M+Æ (z0)) k = 0; 1; : : : (4.24)Then it follows from (4.23) thatM +k�1 � M +k ; M+(z0) = [1k=0M +k : (4.25)As it is proved in [2℄, the injetivity of the operator Sk and the injetivity of itsdi�erential (see Corollaries 3.3 and 1.1) imply that, for every k 2 N , the set M k isa C1-submanifold of V0 di�eomorphi to E+. It follows from the representation ofthe set M+(z0) in (4.25) (see [12℄) that the set M+(z0) possesses the struture ofa C1-manifold di�eomorphi to Rd , where d = indz0 . Theorem 3 is proved.Remark 3. Notie that generally the set M+(z0) is not a C1-submanifold of thespae V0, i.e., the topologies on M+(z0) indued by the embedding M+(z0) � V0and by the struture of a C1-manifold de�ned by the representation (4.25) gener-ally do not oinide (�: Rd ! M+(z0) is not a homeomorphism). However, it isproved in [2℄, that if the semigroup St possesses a global Lyapunov funtion, thenthe instable manifoldM+(z0) is a C1-submanifold of the spae V0. It will be provedin the next setion that the semigroup St possesses a Lyapunov funtion if ondi-tion (0.13) holds. Thus under ondition (0.13) the instable set of an hyperboliequilibrium z0 is a C1-submanifold of the spae V0 of dimension d = indz0 .25



x5 The regular attrator for a nonlinearellipti system in a ylindrial domain.In this setion we onstrut the attrator for the semigroup (4.2) generated bythe problem (0.1) in the spae V0. Moreover, in the ase where the nonlinear termf has a potential ((0.13) holds) we prove regularity for this attrator.Let us �rst reall the de�nition of an attrator and suÆient onditions for itsexistene (see [2℄ for a detailed exposition).De�nition 1. The set A is alled the attrator for a semigroup St ating in Banahspae V0 if the following onditions hold:(1) A is ompat in V0;(2) A is stritly invariant, i.e., StA = A for t � 0;(3) A possesses the attrating property for bounded subsets in V0, i.e., for everybounded B � V0 limt!1 dist(StB;A) = 0;where dist(X;Y ) = supx2X infy2Y kx� ykV0.Proposition 1 (see [2℄). Let the operator St: V0 ! V0 for every �xed t � 0 beontinuous. Further assume that there exists a ompat subset K �� V0 having theattrating property for bounded subsets in V0. Then the semigroup St possesses anattrator A � K. Moreover, it has the following struture:A = �� 2 V0: 9u(s), s 2 R, suh that u(0) = �,sups2R ku(s)kV0 <1, and Stu(s) = u(t+ s), t 2 R+ , s 2 Rg: (5.1)Theorem 1. Let ondition (4.1) be satis�ed. Then the semigroup St: V0 ! V0generated by equation (0.1) possesses an attrator A whih is ompat in the spaeW2;p(!).Proof. Let us verify the onditions of Proposition 1 for the semigroup St generatedby equation (0.1). The ontinuity of the operators St for �xed t � 0 is provedin Theorem 3.1. Let us onstrut the ompat attrating set. The estimate (0.9)implies that the set B = f� 2 V0: k�kV0 � Rg is an attrating set for the semigroupSt for a suÆiently large R = R(kgk0;p). Consequently, the set B1 = S1B alsopossesses the attrating property for bounded subsets in V0. Let us prove thatB1 � W2;p(!). Aording to Remark 4.1 there exists an equilibrium z0 2 W2;p(!)(a solution of equation (4.3)). Multiplying equation (0.1) by the ut-o� funtion'(t) whih equals zero for t =2 [0; 3℄ and one for t 2 [1; 2℄ and rewriting (0.1) withrespet to the new unknown funtion w = '(t)(u� z0) we obtain( �2tw +�xw = 2'0�tu+ '00(u� z0) + a�1' (f(u)� f(z0) + �tu) � hw(t);w���
0;3 = 0:Sine f 2 C1, we obviously have hw 2 W 01;p(
0;3) and aording to (2.1) thefollowing estimate holds:khw;
0;3k1;p � Q1(ku;
0;3k2;p) � Q2(ku(0)kV0);26



where Q1 and Q2 are ertain monotone funtions.Applying the theorem on the (W3;p;W 01;p)-regularity for solutions of the Laplaeequation we obtain thatku(1)� z0k3�1=p;p � Ckw;
0;3k3;p � C1khw;
0;3k1;p � C1Q2(ku0kV0):Thus the set B1 � z0 is bounded in W3�1=p;p(!). Therefore, B1 �� W2;p(!).Theorem 1 is proved.Corollary 1. Let z0 be a hyperboli equilibrium of the semigroup St. Then aord-ing to (5.1), M+(z0) � A: (5.2)Thus the attrator A ontains an invariant C1-manifold of dimension d = indz0 .Let us now onsider the ase when the semigroup St possesses a Lyapunov fun-tion.Theorem 2. Let the ondition (0.13) hold. Then the funtion�L(�) = 12(a�(�);�(�))� 12(ar�;r�)� (P (�); 1)� (g; �): V0 ! R; (5.3)where the nonlinear operator �: V0 ! V 00 is de�ned in Corollary 3.2 and the funtionP is de�ned by (0.13), satis�es the equationddtL(St�) = �(�(St�);�(St�)) for all � 2 V0 (5.4)and, onsequently, L is a Lyapunov funtion for the semigroup St.Proof. Let u(t) = St� be a solution of the problem (0.1). Then by the de�nition of�, �(u(t)) = �tu(t). Consequently,L(u(t)) = 12(aru(t);ru(t))� 12(a�tu(t); �tu(t)) + (P (u(t)); 1) + (g; u(t)): (5.5)Di�erentiating the funtion (5.5) with respet to t and replaing �2t u(t) by itsexpression from (0.1), we obtainddtL(u(t)) = �(�tu(t); �tu(t)) L(u(t2))� L(u(t1)) = � Z t2t1 (�tu(t); u(t) dt:(5.6)The equality (5.4) is proved.Sine  > 0, then it follows from (5.6) that L(St�) � L(�) and equality in thisformula implies that �tu(s) � 0 for all s 2 [0; t℄, i.e., � is an equilibrium of St.Thus, L is a Lyapunov funtion for the semigroup St. Theorem 2 is proved.Let us now suppose that the set of all equilibria of the semigroup St,R = fzi 2 V0: i = 1; : : : ; N; zi is a solution of (4.3)g (5.7)is �nite. Then the following theorem holds:27



Theorem 3. Let the onditions of the previous theorem be satis�ed and let the set(5.7) be �nite. Then for every solution u(t), t 2 R, of equation (0.1), u 2 Cb(R; V0),there exist z+ 2 R and z� 2 R suh that z� 6= z+ andlimt!+1 ku(t)� z+kV0 = 0; limt!�1 ku(t)� z�kV0 = 0: (5.8)The proof of this theorem is given for instane in [4℄.Corollary 2. Let M(zi) be the unstable set for the equilibrium zi 2 R de�ned by(4.21). Then it follows from formula (5.8) and from the representation of A in theform (5.1) that A = [Ni=1M+(zi): (5.9)Theorem 4. (Regularity of ellipti attrators). Let the semigroup St: V0 ! V0generated by equation (0.1) possess a Lyapunov funtion L and let all of its equi-libria (5.7) be hyperboli. Then the attrator A of the problem (0.1) possesses thedeomposition (5.9) and aording to Theorem 4.3 the unstable sets M+(zi) areC1-submanifolds in the spae V0 of dimension �i = indzi di�eomorphi to R�i .Corollary 3. Assume that the onditions of Theorem 4 are satis�ed. Let theequilibria (5.7) be numerated suh that L(zi) � L(zj) if i � j and suppose forsimpliity that L(z1) < L(z2) < � � � < L(zN ): (5.10)Let Ak = [ki=1M+(zi)Then arguing as in [2℄ we an prove that the following assertions hold:1. Ak is stable with respet to St, i.e., for every neighborhood O1(Ak) of Ak inthe spae V0 there exists a neighborhood O2(Ak) suh thatStO2(Ak) � O1(Ak) for all t � 0.2. The boundary of M+(zi) is stritly invariant with respet to the semigroupSt, i.e., St�M+(zi) = �M+(zi). Moreover, �M+(zi) � Ai�1.3. For every ompat set K � Ai n zi, limt!1 dist(StK;Ai�1) = 0.Remark 1. As proved for instane in [2℄ the ondition of hyperboliity of all equilib-ria of St is a generi ondition, i.e., the set of the right-hand sides g of the equation(0.1) whih satisfy this ondition is an open dense subset of the spae Lp(!). More-over, the Leray{Shauder degree theory implies that in this ase that the numberof equilibria is odd: N = 2m+ 1.Let us study now the attrating property of the attrator A. We will need thefollowing de�nition to do so.De�nition 2. Let the onditions of Corollary 3 be satis�ed. A pieewise ontinu-ous funtion û(t), t 2 [0;1℄, is said to be a �nite-dimensional omposite trajetory(f..t) for the semigroup St in the spae V0 if it satis�es the following onditions:1. There exists 0 = t0 < t1 < � � � < tm < tm+1 = +1, suh thatû 2 C([ti; ti + 1); V0); i = 0; : : : ;m;2. û(t) = St�tiu(ti) for t 2 [ti; ti+1);3. û(ti) 2 M+(z�(i)), where �: 1; � � � ;m+ 1! 1; � � � ; N .Thus a f..t. û(t) is a pieewise ontinuous urve onstruted from a �nite numberof piees of ontinuous trajetories of the semigroup St that belong to the unstablemanifolds M+(zi). 28



Theorem 5. Let the onditions of Corollary 3 be satis�ed. Then for every u0 2 V0there exists f..t. û(t) suh thatkStu0 � û(t)kV0 � Ce��t; t � 0: (5.11)Moreover, the onstant C an be hosen uniformly with respet to u0 2 K, where Kis an arbitrary ompat in V0, an the onstant � > 0 depends only on the semigroupSt.To prove this theorem we refer to the following abstrat theorem proved in [2℄about uniform spetral asymptotis.Theorem 6. Let all of the equilibria of the semigroup St 2 C(R+ � V0; V0) atingin the Banah spae V0 be hyperboli. Suppose that the semigroup St possesses theattrator A in V0 and the Lyapunov funtion L 2 C(V0; R). Further let for everybounded subset B � V0 the following ondition hold:kD�St(�)kL(V0;V0) � Ce�t; for all � 2 B, C = C(B), � = �(B).Moreover, assume that for every �xed t the derivative D�St(�) is uniformly ontin-uous with respet to � for � 2 B and every bounded set B � V0. Then the assertionof Theorem 5 is valid for the semigroup St.Atually, we have already veri�ed all onditions of Theorem 6 for the semigroupSt generated by the problem (0.1) in Theorems 3.3, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2. Thus Theorem 5is proved.Remark 3. In the formulation of Theorem 6 in [2℄ it was also assumed that thesemigroup St satis�es St 2 C1+�(V0; V0), but this requirement was only used in theonstrution of the instable manifoldsM+(zi) (see [2, Remark 5.7.9℄) whih in ourase have been onstruted before in Theorem 4.3.Corollary 4. Let the onditions of Theorem 5 be sats�ed. Then for every boundedsubset B � V0 the following estimate holds:dist(StB;A) � C(B)e��t; (5.12)i.e., A is an exponential attrator for the semigroup St.Indeed, if B is ompat, then (5.12) is an immediate onsequene of the estimate(5.11). But it is veri�ed in the proof of Theorem 1 that the set S1B is semi-ompatfor every bounded B � V0. Thus the estimate (5.12) holds for every bounded subsetB � V0.Remark 3. Equations of type (0.1) an appear in appliations when studying theequilibrium points and travelling wave solutions of ertain evolutionary equations.For example, the problem of �nding the travelling wave solutionsA(t; x) = A(x1 � t; x0); x = (x1; x0) 2 
+; t 2 R+ ;  2 Rfor the generalized Gindsburg-Landau equation�tA = �A� (�� i�)AjAj2 +�xA;where A = A1 + iA2, �; �; � 2 R, � > 0, is redued to the problem of �nding allbounded with respet to t 2 R solutions of an equation of the form (0.1) in theomplete ylinder 
 = R � !, i.e., to the problem of �nding the attrator of anequation of the form (0.1) in the half-ylinder 
+ (see (5.1)). Notie also that thisequation is potential if � = 0. 29
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